AIR INDIA
Chairman’s Message
Dear Shareholders,
It gives me great pleasure to present to you the 6th Annual Report of the Company for the year
2012-13.
I wish to present the Civil Aviation scenario globally and within India to give a brief background and the
circumstances which had an impact on the results of Air India Limited for the financial year 2012-13 :
CIVIL AVIATION SCENARIO

World
2012
International Air Transport Association (IATA) reported that in the year 2012 nearly 3 billion people and 47 million metric
tons of cargo were transported by air. Passenger demand went up by 5.3% as compared to 5.9% during 2011. Load
factors for the year were near record levels at 79.1% as against 78.1% during 2011. Demand in international markets
expanded at a faster rate (6.0%) than domestic travel (4.0%) in both cases emerging markets were the main drivers
of growth. Capacity grew more slowly than demand (4.0%) supporting a near record level international load factor of
78.9%.
Cargo markets contracted by 1.5% marked the second consecutive year of decline following a 0.6% contraction in
2011. The freight load factor for the year was 45.2% as against 45.9% during 2011. Air cargo has come under pressure
from a slowdown in world trade growth and shifts in the freight commodity mix. Expanding emerging economies have
driven demand for bulk items carried by sea, while economic weakness in the West dampened demand for high-value
consumer goods transported by air. Freight capacity grew just 0.2% over the previous year.
Industry made an aggregate profit of USD 7.6 billion. On revenues of USD 638 billion, that is a 1.2% net profit margin.  
That airlines made any money at all with GDP growth at 2.1% and oil averaging a record high of USD 111.8 a barrel
(Brent) was a major achievement.
Strong economic growth in emerging markets resulted in an expansion of passenger traffic and greater aviation
connectivity. Newly delivered aircraft also brought significant efficiency improvements. 65% of the growth in passenger
numbers in international markets took place in markets linked to emerging economies. Another 23% international
air travel growth was generated within Europe, which looks odd given the severe recessions in many Eurozone
economies.
Aviation also made progress on its commitment to environmental sustainability in 2012.The industry remained united
behind the goals of improving fuel efficiency-an average 1.5% annually to 2020, of achieving carbon-neutral growth from
2020 (CNG2020) and of cutting net emissions in half by 2050 compared with 2005.
Forecast Highlights – 2013

IATA announced that for 2013 airlines were expected to return a global net profit of USD 12.9 billion. Industry net profit
margins, however, remain weak at 1.8% of revenues in 2013. Jet fuel prices would remain high but below their 2012
peak. Passenger demand would expand in the range of 5-6%.
Passenger Demand
Passenger numbers are expected to reach 3.1 billion in 2013. Industry-wide average yields were expected to fall by 0.2%
due to intense competition.
Cargo Demand
Cargo demand remains largely stagnant. Airlines are expected to carry 51.6 million tonnes of cargo in 2013. This modest
increase in demand is expected to be offset by a decline in yields. Despite the stagnation in the air cargo industry, belly
capacity continues to be introduced as airlines seek to maximise on the robust passenger demand. Cargo revenues are
expected to be USD 60 billion in 2013.
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Fuel
Oil prices are expected to see a slight downward movement to USD 108.2/barrel in 2013. This positive trend will be
amplified by a reduction in the crack spread of jet fuel resulting in savings of USD 2 billion in 2013 for the overall industry
fuel bill.
Risks

Macro economy, Geo-political and policy risks continued to remain high and largely negative. The Euro zone crisis is far
from resolve. Whilst liquidity is returning to the market, there is no economic growth. Though the US Economy is growing,
the threat of recession continued to remain in global economies.
Indian Civil Aviation Scenario

Indian aviation is seeing signs of revival after another difficult year marked by continuing losses, a 3% decline in traffic
and the exit of Kingfisher Airlines.
Further, many of the structural challenges in Indian aviation like high sales taxation on fuel and high input costs still
remain unaddressed. The Low Cost Carriers continue to dominate the aviation market place in India with a market share
of nearly 70%.
The financial performance of Indian domestic carriers continues to remain stressed due to high input costs and fierce
competition in terms of pricing. The Indian market has historically been characterised by particularly weak second and
fourth quarters as traffic softens and fares are discounted aggressively. Full year profitability requires carriers to recoup
these losses in the first and third quarters.  But when the Industry is reporting significant losses in peak season, it is clear
that the domestic Indian aviation market has a fundamental problem with the cost and revenue structure. The Indian
rupee also depreciated vis-a-vis the US Dollar in 2012-13 by nearly 10% thus adding the woes of the aviation industry
as 60-70% of the costs are dollar denominated. The likely entry of several new entrants including Air Asia India, Tata-SIA
and Air One are expected to add around 20 aircraft to the domestic market in FY 2015, subject to receiving regulatory
clearances as planned. This is before taking into account a number of other planned national and regional airlines.
The relaxation of the 5/20 Rule whereby the airlines having less than five years’ experience and 20 aircraft could fly to
foreign destinations would further add to the cut throat competition on the domestic and international sectors. Yields
therefore would continue to remain stressed and the costs relatively high thus putting further pressures on the airline’s
net margins. In the past, the industry has repeatedly demonstrated its ability to undo months of hard work with just a few
weeks of irrational pricing, making profitability elusive. Planned and probably efficient new entrants in 2014 therefore
promise a new array of challenges.
The operating environment remains very challenging, as airlines continue to face the dual challenge of a hostile cost
environment and soft yields. The market environment encourages loss-leader pricing during low seasons, simply to
generate cash. With huge debt and interest burdens, capital remains scarce and investor interest in incumbent carriers
is weak, especially as any funding would mostly pay off. However, two key developments in recent months have given
rise to greater optimism. Firstly, exit of Kingfisher Airlines in FY 2012-13 has positively impacted market dynamics for
the remaining carriers. The withdrawal of capacity, combined with certain pricing discipline, resulted in higher yields
and improved financial performance and secondly, the decision of the Government in September 2012 to allow foreign
airlines to invest up to 49% in Indian carriers to establish a more professional and corporatized sector in India positively
impacted the aviation scenario in India with Jet Airways tying up with Etihad Airways for 24% equity.
The number of passengers carried by domestic airlines during January-September 2013 was 45.70 million as against
43.80 million during the corresponding period of previous year thereby registering a growth of 4.23%. Air India’s market
share was at 20.3% as compared to Indigo 30.3%, Jet Airways & Jetlite together 24.6% (Jet Airways at 19.1%), Spicejet
19.20%.
Keeping this in mind, a number of steps have been taken by the Government to accelerate the pace of growth of airline
industry in the country. These have been summarized as follows:
(a)

Expansion and Upgradation of Airports :
Airports Authority of India (AAI) operates 125 airports and civil enclaves out of a total of 449 airports and airstrips
located throughout India. The cities of Bengaluru, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kochi and Mumbai are served by privately (or
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joint venture) operated airports. All operational airports handled a total of 159.3 million passengers (116.28 million
domestic and 43.02 million international) in 2012-13. The total number of aircraft movements amounted to 1.48
million and freight handled amounted to 2.19 million tons in the same year.
It has been decided to develop 100 small airports across the country to connect smaller cities as it is felt that cities
are the engines of economic development in the country and 60% of the GDP is contributed by the urban areas.
Apart from this, the Government has decided to go ahead with eight greenfield airports which will be developed
under public private partnership (PPP) mode at Navi Mumbai, Juhu, Goa, Kunoor, Chakan, Sriperumbudur,
Bellary and Raigarh. Two new international airports at Bhubaneswar in Odisha and Imphal in Manipur will
also be taken up in 2013-14. Government has also approved a proposal to hand over airport operations and
maintenance through PPP contracts at various AAI owned airports like Chennai, Kolkata, Lucknow, Guwahati,
Jaipur and Ahmedabad.
(b)

FDI by Foreign Airlines in Indian Civil Aviation :
The historic decision by the Government in September 2012 to allow foreign airlines to invest up to 49% in Indian
carriers is a vital step in establishing a more professional and corporatized sector in India. It offers the promise
not only of introducing strategic capital and expertise into the market but also delivers a much needed confidence
factor for other institutional funding.

Performance of the Company

During the financial year 2012-13 the Company had incurred a net loss of  Rs.54,901.6 million as compared  to net
loss of  Rs.75,597.4 million in the year 2011-12, representing a reduction of 27.4%. Passenger and cargo revenue had
registered an increase of 9.4% and 13.2% respectively, mainly due to increase in yields and load factor despite reduction
in capacity. The Cabinet approved a Financial Restructuring Plan (FRP) and a Turnaround Plan (TAP) in April 2012 to
restructure the working capital debt as also to provide Equity Infusion over a period up to FY 2021 based on regulatory
support.  The Government also laid down specific targets to be achieved in terms of on time performance, load factors,
yields, aircraft utilisation, hiving off non-core business, induction of new aircraft, route rationalisation, reduction of cash
losses, etc. An Overseeing Committee comprising senior officials from the Ministry of Civil Aviation, Finance and the lead
bankers was set up to closely monitor the performance of Air India against these parameters at periodical intervals and
assess performance.
I am pleased to report that the Company has shown significant improvements in achieving all TAP parameters which
has improved the operational efficiencies  and financial performance.  However, the environment in which the Company
operated continued to pose significant challenges in terms of uncontrollable costs like the fuel costs, depreciation of
the Rupee against the US Dollar and the high costs at airports. The induction of the B787 Dreamliner in September
2012 marked a significant milestone in the Company’s operations as a number of routes which were hitherto operated
by B777-200 LR and ER are proposed to be replaced by the B787s. The B787 has provided the Company with fuel
efficiencies which are better than the B777s as a result of which certain routes which were earlier cash negative have
become positive. The B787s are used both on domestic and international operations. Till date, 13 B787s have joined
the fleet and 14 more are likely to join the fleet by March 2016. Several new destinations like Australia, Birmingham
are being operated on the B787s with Moscow, Rome and Milan on the anvil. Similarly, the existing European routes
like London, Paris and Frankfurt are now being operated on the B787s. The South East Asia and the Far East routes
have also witnessed the induction of B787s especially to destinations like Tokyo, Hongkong, Osaka, Seoul, Singapore,
etc.
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR)

Your Company has taken up several projects for CSR involving Environment, Education, Sports. The Department of
Quality Management System has been entrusted with the task of handling the CSR activities carried out by the Company.  
The Company is in the process of signing MoU with Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) for working on the project
of CSR in Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I have to give my customers great reasons to choose Air India for their travel. Towards this, I would like to give my
customers an exclusive gourmet experience with our carefully chosen and well researched multi-cuisine menu,
accompanied with an experience of our service including the lie flat beds in the First and Business class. For the
Economy class customers, we are constantly engaging in offering attractive fares in different product combinations along
with a great food experience. The joining of STAR Alliance will give an additional value proposition for all our customers.
It is with this sense of commitment that I have endeavoured to keep Air India more competitive in the market place fully
conscious of the fact that we have to attract customers. My biggest challenge is to bring a shared value of excellence
and a culture of collaboration across the length and breadth of the Company.
I take this opportunity to thank the Ministry of Civil Aviation for their unstinted support. I also acknowledge the support
extended by all other authorities including banks and regulatory agencies.
I would like to thank my colleagues on the Board for their valuable guidance.
I thank all the employees of Air India Limited for their sustained endeavours in meeting the challenges posed before the
Company and on behalf of the Board, I seek continued support, as always.

Rohit Nandan
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VISION

To be the leader in Indian aviation and India’s Ambassador to the world.
MISSION

Leadership
Customer
•

Provide safe, reliable and on-time services

•

Deliver the highest quality of service around the world

•

Be the epitome of Indian hospitality

Processes
•

Continuously improve standards of safety and efficiency

•

Operate and maintain a young and modern fleet

•

Provide the best and most efficient network

•

Create economic value

People
•

To be the employer of choice

•

Build a highly motivated and professional team

•

Maintain highest degree of transparency and ethics

•

Be a responsible corporate citizen

India’s Ambassador
•

Be India’s flag carrier in spirit and action

•

Provide seamless travel within India and the world

•

Connect Indians worldwide

Values
•

Zeal to excel and zest for change

•

Integrity and fairness in all matters

•

Respect for dignity and potential of individuals

•

Strict adherence to commitments

•

Ensure speed of response

•

Foster learning, creativity and team-work

•

Loyalty and pride in the Company
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